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Pink Pussy 2
An exploration of gender and desire from our most exciting new public intellectual
“Everyone is female, and everyone hates it.” Females is Andrea Long Chu’s
genre-defying investigation into sex and lies, desperate artists and reckless
politics, the smothering embrace of gender and the punishing force of desire.
Drawing inspiration from a forgotten play by Valerie Solanas—the woman who
wrote the SCUM Manifesto and shot Andy Warhol—Chu aims her searing wit and
surgical intuition at targets ranging from performance art to psychoanalysis,
incels to porn. She even has a few barbs reserved for feminists like herself. Each
step of the way, she defends the indefensible claim that femaleness is less a
biological state and more a fatal existential condition that afflicts the entire human
race— men, women, and everyone else. Or maybe she’s just projecting. A
thrilling new voice who has been credited with launching the “second wave” of
trans studies, Chu shows readers how to write for your life, baring her innermost
self with a morbid sense of humor and a mordant kind of hope.
Who doesn't love pussy? They are so fluffy, cute and fun to play with! This book
of inappropriate prose will leave you laughing and you'll have no choice but to
show it to your friends and family. This hilarious children's book for adults is a
perfect gift for all occasions - baby showers, birthday parties, wedding gifts. You
should probably exercise some discretion while reading to the kids but they'll
have no clue as to why you're turning blue with laughter!
For this book photographer Walter Bosque chose the hairiest girls in the world
and turned them into icons of wild, hot eroticism. Young girls showing their
naturally hairy vulvas and immediately attract our lustful desire.
A Vogue "Book to Change Your Life in 2018" Pick A Bustle "Best Nonfiction Book
of January 2018 to Get You Ready for the Year" From the creator of the
Pussyhat Project comes a manifesto for every woman to create her own distinct
and original path to joy, success, and impact. On January 21, 2017, millions of
protestors took part in the Women's March, and many of them created a "sea of
pink" when they wore knitted pink "pussyhats" in record numbers. The pussyhat
swiftly found its place on the cover of TIME and the New Yorker, and it ultimately
came to symbolize resistance culture. Creator of the Pussyhat Project, Krista
Suh, took an idea and built a worldwide movement and symbol in just two
months. But like so many women, Krista spent years letting her fears stop her
from learning to live by her own rules. Now in DIY RULES FOR A WTF WORLD,
Krista Suh shares the tools, tips, experiences, "rules," and knitting patterns she
uses to get creative, get bold, and change the world. From learning how to use
your own intuition to decide which rules are right for you to finding your innercourage to speak up fearlessly; from finding what your passions are (this might
surprise you!) to dealing with the squelchers out there, DIY RULES FOR THE
WTF WORLD not only inspires you to demolish the patriarchy, but also enables
you to create your own rules for living, and even a movement of your own, all
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with gusto, purpose, and joy.
Three remarkably hot cuck short stories in a single bundle: 1. Cucked in the
Name of Journalism Tim's boss gives him an ultimatum: either write a hit article
or get fired. Luckily, Tim's girlfriend has an idea: cuckolding. Tim is skeptical at
first but eventually decides to give it a go. But will he be able to handle it? 2.
Cucked on a Camping Trip Ben and his lovely wife Luna decided to take a
camping trip. But, oddly, Luna insists that they bring along Ben's best friend,
Richard. And she insists on taking only a single tent. What could possibly go
wrong? 3. Cucked on a Cruise Adam normally hates cruises but his wife insists.
Unfortunatelly, it isn't his wife's only demand.
"Required reading for every woman who longs to step into her power and live
with pleasure and purpose." — Kris Carr, New York Times best-selling author
Author, educator, and School of Womanly Arts founder Regena Thomashauer
has been working with women for the past 25 years, and what began as just a
few women in her living room has since grown into a global movement with
thousands of graduates worldwide. In her New York Times bestseller Pussy: A
Reclamation, she reveals what no one taught you about the source of your
feminine power and how to use it. This power is the part of a woman that she has
been taught to ignore, push down, and despise. Indeed, the word that most
viscerally sums it up is "arguably the most powerful pejorative word in the English
language." Like any expletive used effectively, the title of this book is meant to be
a wake-up call. It is a reclamation, in a world that desperately requires the
feminine. Readers learn the secret ingredient every woman is missing; how to
crack the confidence code; why sex appeal is an inside job; what’s ahead on the
next frontier of feminism—and how they can help make it happen; and much
more. By turns earthy and erudite, passionately argued and laugh-out-loud funny,
Pussy delivers the tools and practices a woman requires to do and be whatever
she wants in this life. It’s a call for her to tune in, turn on, and not drop out—but
live more richly, fully, and lusciously than she ever thought she could.
Ray Foley, publisher of Bartender magazine, presents 1,000 cocktails, food
recipes, fascinating facts, and resources about the spirit that inspired such
marvelous inventions as the Martini, the Cosmopolitan, and Vodka LemonMeringue Layer Cake. Discover: --50 fascinating facts about vodka --750
unbeatable vodka cocktails --50 delicious food recipes --Information on 50
producers of vodka --100 vodka websites and resources Never before has this
much information on vodka been collected in one place. From the #1 name in
Never before has this much information on vodka been collected in one place.
From the #1 name in bartending, The Vodka 1000 is a must-have for bartenders,
cooks, and vodka enthusiasts.
In The American People: Volume 2: The Brutality of Fact, Larry Kramer
completes his radical reimagining of his country’s history. Ranging from the
brothels of 1950s Washington, D.C., to the activism of the 1980s and beyond,
Kramer offers an elaborate phantasmagoria of bigoted conspiracists in the halls
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of power and ordinary individuals suffering their consequences. With wit and bite,
Kramer explores (among other things) the sex lives of every recent president; the
complicated behavior of America’s two greatest spies, J. Edgar Hoover and
James Jesus Angleton; the rise of Sexopolis, the country’s favorite magazine;
and the genocidal activities of every branch of our health-care and drug-delivery
systems. The American People: Volume 2 is narrated by (among others) the
writer Fred Lemish and his two friends—Dr. Daniel Jerusalem, who works for
America’s preeminent health-care institution, and his twin brother, David
Jerusalem, a survivor of a Nazi concentration camp who was abused by many
powerful men. Together they track a terrible plague that intensifies as the
government ignores it and depict the bold and imaginative activists who set out to
shock the nation’s conscience. In Kramer’s telling, the United States is
dedicated to the proposition that very few men are created equal, and those who
love other men may be destined for death. Here is a historical novel like no
other—satiric and impassioned and driven by an uncompromising moral and
literary vision.
When can government "take" private property for a "public purpose?" Can private property
owners obtain restitution for partial takings and business damages? This manual is a
comprehensive treatment of current legal practice, including detailed review of proceedings
from both the condemnor's and condemnee's perspective. The new edition contains revised
statutes and rules, and updated case law addressing, inter alia, NEWLY REVAMPED
PUBLICATION with ALL NEW authors and Steering Committee. New Chapter 15 — Florida
Boating Law New Chapter 18 — Maritime Security Law New Chapter 19 — Sales of Vessels
Updated case law, statutes, rules, and regulations. Discussion of hot topics including: The
2013 United States Supreme Court opinion addressing the question of what constitutes a
“vessel.” See Lozman v. City of Riviera Beach, 133 S.Ct. 735, 184 L.Ed.2d 604 (2013). In
depth discussion and analysis of the historic divide between courts over the 2011 amendments
to the Removal Statute (28 U.S.C. §1441). The 2014 Eleventh Circuit court opinion
establishing a cause of action for respondeat superior liability against a cruise liner for the
medical negligence of a ship physician. See Franza v. Royal Caribbean Cruises, Ltd., 772 F.3d
1225 (11th Cir. 2014). 2016 York-Antwerp Rules. 2009 American Institute Hull Clauses. The
2015 reaffirmation of the application of the federal marine-insurance doctrine of uberrimae fidei
as an “entrenched admiralty rule.” See AIG Centennial Insurance Co. v. O’Neil, 782 F.3d
1296 (11th Cir. 2015); Catlin (Syndicate 2003) at Lloyd’s v. San Juan Towing & Marine
Services, Inc., 778 F.3d 69 (1st Cir. 2015). The new Insurance Act of 2015. Discussion and
analysis of the 2016 Florida Legislature’s amendment to F.S. 327.33(2) regarding careless
boating. Revised forms are also included.
Text in English, French & German. Among the many lusts that our physical, bodily existence
has to offer us, this one is the greatest of all: wild sex, to unite with another person whom we
love. Art that succeeds in depicting this union is always sublime and revered art. In their
stillness and genuine directness, Gordon Denman's photos are art of this kind. That's how
Gordon Denman has photographed these eleven couples and one ménage á trois. These
lovers always look natural, they look beautiful, exactly as they are. Naked or sparingly clad.
After all, no one's watching. Except Denman's camera, but they don't let them disturb making
love. A person who desires another and who isn't yet misguided by all the philosophies of love
simply wants "it" -- and wants it now, with you, right here in this forest, this kitchen, this
haystack, on this rug or under this shower; can't wait for the "right" place, the flickering candle
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and the flattering words. No, it's got to be now, without delay, and right here! Gordon Denman
used black-and-white film to capture these scenes and reduce them to their essentials: you
and I, black and white, light and shadow, the earnestness of desire and our play with each
other.
This great gift book, both timely and humorous is a rhyming picture book decidedly for adults
with a good sense of humor!
Welcome to The Little Book of Pussy, a petite little kitten that puts those up-close-and-personal
pictures in proper perspective. Through 100 years of photos, we trace the exhibitionistic
pleasure with which models present their feminine pulchritude.
For over a century and in scores of countries, patriarchal presumptions and practices have
been challenged by women and their male allies. “Sexual harassment” has entered common
parlance; police departments are equipped with rape kits; more than half of the national
legislators in Bolivia and Rwanda are women; and a woman candidate won the plurality of the
popular votes in the 2016 United States presidential election. But have we really reached
equality and overthrown a patriarchal point of view? The Big Push exposes how patriarchal
ideas and relationships continue to be modernized to this day. Through contemporary cases
and reports, renowned political scientist Cynthia Enloe exposes the workings of everyday
patriarchy—in how Syrian women civil society activists have been excluded from international
peace negotiations; how sexual harassment became institutionally accepted within major news
organizations; or in how the UN Secretary General’s post has remained a masculine domain.
Enloe then lays out strategies and skills for challenging patriarchal attitudes and operations.
Encouraging self-reflection, she guides us in the discomforting curiosity of reviewing our own
personal complicity in sustaining patriarchy in order to withdraw our own support for it. Timely
and globally conscious, The Big Push is a call for feminist self-reflection and strategic action
with a belief that exposure complements resistance.
When another bunny touches Blossom Bunny's tail at school, Blossom feels unsafe and
worried. Blossom keeps it a secret because she doesn't know what to do. It makes her feel
upset and confused.Blossom learns that it's important to ask for help and that some secrets
should not be kept when it comes to safety.Help the children in your life to feel safe and happy,
and teach them to ask for help when they feel worried.
PINK PUSSYCAT PILL Make your pussycat purrrr. Raise sensations. Pink Pussycat Female
Sexual Enhancement Pill will construct drive and sexual need! Give your typical oil an
incredible lift! You will long for sex than you've anytime been already. Be the sweetheart you
have for quite a while been tingling to be! Make one hour before sexual move. Last as long as
72 hours.
Take a walk on the wild side with X-Rated Drinks, the perfect cocktail book to heat up any
party, date night, or intimate evening at home. Are you looking to give your drink that extra
kick? Perhaps what's needed is not just a strong shot of spirit, but also a naughty taste of sass.
Bartender magazine publisher Ray Foley is the ultimate authority on bartending, and in this
book he turns his expertise to more than 250 recipes for the adventurous, young and young-atheart. You'll have a blast with these erotic — and sometimes hilarious — concoctions, including:
Angel's Tit Slow Screw Honey Do Me Dirty Virgin And over 200 more! X-Rated Drinks is the
perfect date for bachelor and bachelorette parties, 21st birthdays, naughty anniversaries, or
whenever you're feeling particularly thirsty...
Tiffany, Tyrisha and Mezzie are back for this explosive sequel to A Woman’s Worth. Tyrisha,
goes against Moses’s word and pays her ex, Tone, a visit. Tone is still heartbroken and bitter
about how they ended things. Will this visit be the last of her days? Or will she be able to live
another day to sass another person? Tiffany, and Reshawn mend fences and build new ones.
With Quinton, Reshawn and now a new love on the horizon, Marquise, will Tiffany be able to
keep up or will she end up losing them all? Mezzie, is still heartbroken from the loss of her
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daughter. She vowed to make Tone pay for what he did to her. With revenge and a broken
heart, Mezzie is one chick not to play with. When things start falling into her lap will she be able
deal with them or get up? New alliances are formed and old ones are broken. One incident in
Tyrisha’s old house changes the life of everyone around them. Drugs, guns and blood is sure
to be shed when the trio goes back to where it all started: NEW YORK.
Evil exists in infinite forms. Coming face to face with evil is a horrifying thing. Evil will lie in wait,
scheming and manipulating the perfect opportunity to attack its chosen prey: YOU. The assault
will always occur when you are at your most vulnerable. The true nature of evil is that its many
disguises blind you to its presence. True evil knows you far better than you know yourself, so it
gains your absolute devotion. When it attacks, you are paralyzed with dread because it was
the companion you least expected to turn on you and the one you trusted above all others. The
real horror strikes when you realize that evil’s touch has always been with you. In this book of
short stories, you will read of depravities so vile they will shock you to the core of your being.
You will face brutality so vicious it will make you ashamed to claim membership in the human
race. Even more appalling, you will realize that most of humanity doesn’t even care about
evil—until it touches them. After reading this book, you too will know what it’s like to be touched
by evil.
All hell has broken loose, and the McPhearson clan is right in the middle of the chaos. After
finding out their beloved foster mother, Claudette McPhearson, was anything but the sweet old
woman they thought her to be, Javon, Shanelle, and the rest of their siblings hit the ground
running in order to keep the Syndicate operating and to keep themselves alive. That also
means they have to lose some of the people they love the most. With the legacy of their
mother and her plans for them in motion, the McPhearson children are operating on a broken
foundation. Attacked on all fronts, Javon and Shanelle are struggling to keep the family normal,
while following the criminal plans of their dead mother. The Syndicate is growing, and Javon is
determined to bring in new blood while looking for those who killed Claudette. Not to mention,
something odd is going on with all of his siblings that threatens to rock the family to the core.
Will the McPhearson clan fall in order for the Syndicate to rise, or will the truth end the legacy
before it can even begin?
Keisha & Trigga are back for the long-awaited finale to this gangsta love series. The pressure
for Trigga is at an all-time high after Keisha is attacked while pregnant with their child. Not
knowing whether his wife or unborn child will survive, Trigga tries to find the one he thinks is
responsible for putting his family in danger. But being away from the streets for so long has
him slipping in ways that could cost the ones closest to him their lives. Will he be able to get
back on his feet in time to set things right and get his revenge? Lania came to New York City
with one goal: to help her children's father and Texas drug kingpin, Austin, to put into his place
his plan to extort Trigga. But after working so closely with Trigga, she realizes that he, not
Austin, may actually be the perfect thug to match her ride-or-die swag. But little can be hidden
from Austin and when he finds out that Lania is getting much closer to Trigga than he required
of her, he puts out a threat on her life and sets his sights on giving her the same end that he
has in place for Trigga. But Lania knows if she can win Trigga's heart, she would earn not only
his love but also his protection. Only Keisha lies in her way but Lania has never been one to
say no to a challenge and Keisha is just an obstacle she'll have pleasure in removing. Keisha &
Trigga have managed to survive the threats of the streets in the past and cling on to their love.
But this time it isn't only the streets that they are fighting against... other circumstances even
have them fighting against each other. Will love win in the end?
A National Bestseller “I read it twice, laughing, cringing, and even tearing up.” — Judy Blume,
New York Times “Powerful . . . All Grown Up is so intimately [and] sharply observed.” — Vogue
“Bravo to Attenberg, who, with hilarity and honesty, tells the story of an adult woman who
wants what she wants, not what she’s supposed to want.” — Marie Claire Who is Andrea
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Bern? When her dippy therapist asks the question, Andrea knows the right things to say: she’s
a designer, a friend, a daughter, a sister. But it’s what she leaves unsaid—she’s alone, a
drinker, a former artist, a shrieker in bed, captain of the sinking ship that is her flesh—that feels
the most true. Everyone around her seems to have a different idea of what it means to be an
adult, though. But when Andrea’s niece finally arrives, born with a heartbreaking ailment, the
Bern family is forced to reexamine what really matters. Will this drive them together or tear
them apart? Told in gut-wrenchingly honest, mordantly comic vignettes, All Grown Up is a
breathtaking display of Jami Attenberg’s powers as a storyteller and a whip-smart examination
of one woman’s life, lived entirely on her own terms.
Pink Pussycat is a girl's enhancement complement you could find on-line. It's the form of rapidappearing tablet that everyone desires, something that may update Viagra and the opposite
prescription pills. By truly taking one Pink Pussycat tablet an hour earlier than sex, you'll
acquire a high-quality erection, you'll perform better than ever earlier than, you'll remaining
longer than you idea feasible, and also you'll attain an explosive orgasm ultimately. Those, of
course, are the claims, so allows take a better study the substances to peer in the event that
they hold water.
Celebrate girl power with this charming and empowering picture book about a pink hat and the
budding feminist who finds it. "This simple and cheerful tale suggests, with not an ounce of
preachiness, values of care and comfort and the support women have for each other across
generations." --The Washington Post Here is a clever story that follows the journey of a pink
hat that is swiped out of a knitting basket by a pesky kitten, blown into a tree by a strong wind,
and used as a cozy blanket for a new baby, then finally makes its way onto the head of a
young girl marching for women's equality. Inspired by the 5 million people (many of them
children) in 82 countries who participated in the 2017 Women's March, Andrew Joyner has
given us a book that celebrates girls and women and equal rights for all! With themes of
empathy, equality, and solidarity, The Pink Hat is a timeless and timely story that will empower
readers and promote strength in the diverse and active feminist community.
Five strong women, fight life's struggles to become the powerful, successful women they
choose to be. Dealing with life's ups and downs, these women share their stories about how
their pink pussies get them into trouble with a Capital T. They share their bad dates, the crazy
men in their lives and some of the craziest shit imaginable over apple, blueberry, peach,
peanut butter creme and cherry pie. With wine of course!
When this beach bunny caught the eye of Hugh Hefner at an L.A. nightclub, Izabella St. James
was looking for a fun break from studying for the bar. As the latest Girlfriend of the Playboy
founder, her ''break'' lasted two years, but life behind the gates of the Playboy Mansion was
anything but fun. Sure there were parties, presents, puppies, and plastic surgery; but there was
also a curfew, a strict regimen of who sits where on movie night, limited contact with the
outside world, and a sex life that was anything but wild and crazy. While the E! reality show,
The Girls Next Door, has been a ratings hit, each of the three Playboy Bunnies in the series
has since left the Mansion in newsworthy ways: one is engaged to a football player, and
Hugh's ''main'' Girlfriend has finally understood that there would be no fairy-tale marriage and
family with the man she literally transformed her life for. Izabella was there to witness how
each of these relationships formed, where each Girlfriend fell in the pecking - and bed - order,
and when, exactly, the fabled life turned shabby and cheap. From catfights to sneaking in
boyfriends, from high-profile guests in the Grotto to the bizarre rituals of the octogenarian at
the center of the sexual revolution, Bunny Tales is compulsively readable and endlessly
entertaining!
In the Paris of the early 1960s, a host of French glamour magazines sprang up, featuring
voluptuous nude pin-up girls plucked from the streets and thrust in front of hungry cameras in
sleazy backstreet studios, apartments or remote country locations. Magazines like "Paradise”,
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"Sensation” and "Pink And Black” were at the forefront, featuring scores of these amateur but
sexy young women in a multitude of alluring poses and settings. Jean le Baptiste has
assembled from his own collection a stunning array of vintage photographs from these
magazines, a visual feast which at once takes us back to the fashions and styles of more
innocent decades, yet delivers a strong erotic thrill at the rediscovery of these wanton Parisian
women in their sexual prime. Paris Pussy Volume Two contains 32 timeless and shamelessly
provocatives images selected from the "outdoor" section of the print edition (ISBN
978-1-902588-77-3).
After a courtship voyage of a year and a day, the owl and the pussycat finally buy a ring from
Piggy and are blissfully married, in this illustrated version of Lear's nonsense poem.
One phone call is all it took to derail the course of what appeared to be the happiest time in
John Anderson’s life. A stellar investment banker who recently proposed to the woman of his
dreams, Giselle Gibson, was heading to his idea of the American Dream. However, the dream
becomes a nightmare on the eve of his 29th birthday. Never lacking vision, drive, or
confidence, John finds himself in uncharted territory as he loses the very foundation for his
drive and purpose. Haunted by a decision that costs him the lives of his loved ones, John’s life
and self-worth shatter before his eyes. No longer in control of his destination, John ultimately
allows a near, but distant stranger navigate his footsteps. The road to recovery for this once
millionaire-in-the making means cutting loose ends, redefining relationships, and becoming
vulnerable. Sometimes to lose is to gain becomes a recurring theme in the next chapter of
John’s life.
NEW & REDESIGNED FOR 2019! This is the only drink book that you will ever need. Inside
it's pages are 10,000 NEW and CLASSIC Recipes for Cocktails, Shooters, Martinis, Frozen
Drinks, Mixers, Hi-Balls and Hot Drinks. Every recipe includes specific ingredients,
measurements and instructions in Easy-To-Read Form. Written and compiled by Dennis A.
Wildberger, a master bartender with more than 25 years in the restaurant and nightclub
business. In addition to this remarkable collection of recipes, sections include maintaining bar
equipment, proper glassware, basic bar ingredients, "Building the Perfect Cocktail", and so
much more. "The Ultimate Drink Directory" will replace every other bartender guide currently
on your bookshelf!
A comprehensive mixology reference presents some ten thousand different drinks, including a
variety of champagne- and wine-based drinks, liquor-infused coffees, iced teas, beer, punches,
and alcohol-free libations, accompanied by a complete outline of bartending techniques, a list
of essential equipment, tips on stocking a bar, and a complete glossary of drinks.
From book: This book consists of over two hundred drink recipes, which took twenty-five years
of research and testing to bring to the public. The drinks are the best in the world.
Text in English, French & German. Oh, you seductive vulva! Isn't it the same pleasure that
lovers of roses experience when they admire the opened petals from close up and then bury
their noses in the depths of the flower to inhale its delicate aroma? Here's another masterpiece
for aficionados of the rose-colored grottoes of lust!
This beautifully illustrated volume explores the cultural history, especially in fashion, of the
color pink from the 18th century to today.
A mega pack of group sex action to keep you going for hours on end! Women taking on lots of
men, men doing lots of women, the ROUGHEST of rough sex, dirty talk, free use and a whole
lot more! Too many stories to list. This brings together Gang stories 7-packs volumes 16 - 30.
Written by the creators of the popular website, this rigorously fact-checked, accessible, and
fully illustrated guide is essential for anyone with a pussy. If the clitoris and penis are the same
size on average, why is the word “small” in the definition of clitoris but strangely missing from
the definition of penis? Sex probably doesn't cause yeast infections? But racism probably does
cause BV? Why is masturbating so awesome? How hairy are butt cracks . . . generally? Why is
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labiaplasty on a global astronomical rise? Does egg freezing really work? Should I stick an eggshaped rock up there or nah? There is still a shocking lack of accurate, accessible information
about pussies and many esteemed medical sources seem to contradict each other.
Pussypedia solves that with extensive reviews of peer-reviewed science that address old
myths, confusing inconsistencies, and the influence of gender narratives on scientific
research––always in simple, joyful language. Through over 30 chapters, Pussypedia not only
gives the reader information, but teaches them how to read science, how to consider
information in its context, and how to accept what we don't know rather than search for
conclusions. It also weaves in personal anecdotes from the authors and their
friends––sometimes funny, sometimes sad, often cringe-worthy, and always extremely
personal––to do away with shame and encourage curiosity, exploration, and agency. A gift for
your shy niece, your angsty teenager, your confused boyfriend, or yourself. Our generation's
Our Bodies, Ourselves, with a healthy dose of fun.
A NATIONAL BESTSELLER * A NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW EDITORS’ CHOICE "An
invigorating work, deadly precise in its skewering of people, places and things . . . Stylish,
despairing and very funny, Fake Accounts . . . adroitly maps the dwindling gap between the
individual and the world." —Katie Kitamura, The New York Times Book Review A woman in a
tailspin discovers that her boyfriend is an anonymous online conspiracy theorist in this
“absolutely brilliant take on the bizarre and despicable ways the internet has warped our
perception of reality” (Elle, One of the Most Anticipated Books of the Year). On the eve of
Donald Trump's inauguration, a young woman snoops through her boyfriend's phone and
makes a startling discovery: he's an anonymous internet conspiracy theorist, and a popular
one at that. Already fluent in internet fakery, irony, and outrage, she's not exactly shocked by
the revelation. Actually, she's relieved--he was always a little distant--and she plots to end their
floundering relationship while on a trip to the Women's March in DC. But this is only the first in
a series of bizarre twists that expose a world whose truths are shaped by online lies. Suddenly
left with no reason to stay in New York and increasingly alienated from her friends and
colleagues, our unnamed narrator flees to Berlin, embarking on her own cycles of manipulation
in the deceptive spaces of her daily life, from dating apps to expat meetups, open-plan offices
to bureaucratic waiting rooms. She begins to think she can't trust anyone--shouldn't the feeling
be mutual? Narrated with seductive confidence and subversive wit, Fake Accounts challenges
the way current conversations about the self and community, delusions and gaslighting, and
fiction and reality play out in the internet age.
Extreme Hairy Pink Pussy 2Totally Unshaven and Natural Bushes
After La'Nisha catches her 17-year-old sister Iesha in a compromising position with her fiancé,
all hell breaks loose. Betraying her flesh and blood, and thinking that she’s ready for
adulthood, Iesha will soon learn the hard way that things aren't always what they seem. While
in the midst of dealing with her own problems, La’Nisha has to put her emotions on hold and
be the friend that Kat needs her to be after her relationship with Jamar takes a turn for the
worse. With Jamar now in limbo, his friendship with Quincy is starting to come into question. In
the final installment of A 90’s love story the never-ending drama continues to unfold. Bonds
are tested, leaving everyone left to fight for love, loyalty, and even their lives.
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